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PUBLIC UTILITIES COMMISSION OF OHIO
Consumer Service Division

Memorandum
 

CASE ID: 00765009
COMPANY: 
CUSTOMER: Lou Marti
ADDRESS: , ,
SERVICE ADDRESS: , ,
AIQ: Duke Energy Ohio
NIQ: 
 
 
***To ensure your response attaches to the appropriate case, please reply 
to this email without changing the subject line.  Thank you!***
 
DOCKETING CASE #: numbers 21-887-EL-AIR, 21-888-EL-ATA, 21-889-EL-AAM
 
SUBJECT: Duke Energy Ohio - Protest Rate Case
 
 
Please docket the associated customer comment and/or attached in the 
case number referenced above under "Public Comments". This 
information was received by the Consumer Services Division through 
alternate channels and is being forwarded to be filed formally. This 
information is not the opinion of Staff and should not be viewed as such.

CUSTOMER COMMENTS:
 
 I'm wondering if Duke Energy raises its rates how people on a fixed 
income are supposed to afford to pay for utilities? My thermostat in the 
winter does not go over 64 degrees; in the heat waves we're already 
having, I use mainly use fans, but when I've had to turn on air conditioning, 
I've had the thermostat at 80. If I"m not in a room, the lights are off. I'm 
frugal. I cannot afford to pay more for electricity. Do you want to drive the 
retired and disabled out of the state with rate hikes? Does Duke not 
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already make a handsome profit? At what temperature do the CEOs at 
Duke set their thermostats?
 
 
This message and any response to it may constitute a public record and thus 
may be publicly available to anyone who requests it.
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